
BEST PRACTICES 

STARTING DRAWINGS 

CREATING/MANIPULATING TITLE BLOCKS 

PLACING AND SCALING DRAWINGS IN PAPER SPACE 

STARTING DRAWINGS 

1) Do not use “NEW” drawing after you’ve created your last drawing  

2) When your most recent drawing is completed, do a FINAL SAVE 

3) Make 1 obvious change to it, ex. Squiggly line of a different color all over 

4) Now “Save AS” and name the drawing by whatever you plan to TITLE it for the next assignment 

5) Close both drawings 

6) Open the drawing you just named (did the SAVE AS) – your modified drawing with the squiggly 

will open 

7) Delete everything in model space 

8) Type “UNITS” and make sure the units you select are appropriate 

9) Check that “PRECISION” has the desired number of decimal places, and the Unit type 

“Architectural, Decimal, or Engineering” are selected to suit the project 

10) BEGIN DRAWING 

CREATING/MANIPULATING TITLE BLOCKS 

1) If uncertain, check your Title Block in Model Space is the correct size for the paper (ex. 8 ½ x 11) 

2) Make any changes to your TITLE Block in MODEL SPACE 

3) Switch to Paper Space (Layout 1)  

4) Delete the VIEWPORT  

5) Toggle back to MODEL Space – Select Title Block (Top Left to Bottom Right), RIGHT CLICK 

6) Select “Clipboard  Copy with Base Point  Select the LOWER LEFT corner of the title block 

7) Toggle back to Paper Space  Zoom into the Lower Left corner of the sheet  

8) Right Click  Clipboard  Paste  ALIGN the Crosshairs as close as possible to Bottom left 

corner of Sheet (there will be no object SNAP ------------Left Click to DROP 

9) Check the offset of your title block borders to edge of sheet  Use the stretch command as 

necessary to make the borders equally offset from page edges 

 

 When switching to a different paper size (B, C, or D sizes ) = 11 x 17, 17 x 24, or 24 x 36 you can 

still utilize the original 8.5 x 11 title block in model space.  Repeat above procedure, but in the 

plot menu change the paper size.  This will change the layout/paper space dimension 

accordingly. 

 

 

 



PLOTTING/PRINTING 

1) Open your “Completed/Final” Title Block  In model space modify the title, date, scale, etc. 

2) Go to paper space  Type “VIEWPORTS” in the Command Window. 

3) Draw a large viewport box within the border line of your title block 

4) Go to the drawing you will print 

5) Select everything to be printed so it becomes highlighted  Use CLIPBOARD  Copy w/ base 

point 

6) Toggle back to title block  Use Clipboard  Paste 

7) Select the viewport  Right Click  Properties 

8) Scroll down to Standard Scale “Custom).  Select custom, then change to the 

appropriate/assigned drawing scale 

9) Once the drawing is scaled, DO NOT zoom in the viewport box again if it is BOLDED.  You may 

PAN 

10) If you cannot fit all of your drawing at the assigned scale, copy the Layout Tab to another, then 

place objects as they will fit. 

 

 If lines of your drawing are on layers and not showing up in paperspace or printed, go back to 

model space, copy the drawing, change color w/ properties(NOT LAYERS) to white, then bring 

the copied, all-white drawing back to Paper Space for printing 

 

LAYERS 

1) DO NOT EVER – draw anything on the “O” or “Defpoints” Layers 

2) Border lines = .30 

3) Object Lines = .20 

4) Hidden/Center Lines - .13 

5) Dimension Lines = .09 

6) Hatch = .13 

 

 Use layers as much as possible to organize your drawings 

 Locking a layer allows you to draw lines on top of lines for construction purposes without 

permanently attaching lines or forgetting you have overlap 

 Turning off layers makes it easy to focus on an object without extra objects clouding it 

 Turning off layers can also be helpful in copying objects for specific features 

 

To Create a Layer:  

1) Click layer properties on ribbon 

2) Click Orange paper stack 

3) Select “New” Layer 



4) Choose name, color, lineweight, and linetype 

 


